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Mining Tenement System

Automation in the Mining Sector

Will cover the entire Life Cycle of a Mine from Exploration to Closure

Real Time Information will bring Transparency, Fair play and Effectiveness
Project Overview

To enable systematic management of data in mineral concessions

Improve efficiency in concession management process

Increase transparency and reduce delays in mineral concessions

Facilitate quick access to information

Facilitate monitoring and evaluation
Mining Tenement System

- Ministry of Mines: Easier Info Synthesis, Remove Discretion
- Indian Bureau of Mines: Improved Reporting, Transparency
- State DMGs: Better services to concessionaires
- Concessionaire: Easy to use system
Mining Tenement System - Expected Outcomes

MTS will integrate GIS information and Concession information

Transparency RP/PL/ML granted by states in near real-time

Area already held under RP/PL/ML

Area reserved for PSU; Tribal area declared by the States
Mining Tenement System- Expected Outcomes

- On-line submission of returns from concessionaires and notices from IBM
- On-line submission of Mining-plan and Scheme of mining
- MIS reports covering entire concession lifecycle in near real time
- Integrates with the Star Rating
MTS Modules – Phase I & Phase II
Mining Tenement System - Phase I

- Registration
- Mine Plans
- Mining Returns
- Mobile Apps for Reporting
Mining Tenement System - Phase II

1. Submission Of Concession
2. Grant of Concession
3. Inspection
4. Mine Closure
Role of State Government

- Bring More Transparency, Remove Discretion of Mineral Management
- Real Time Data on Mineral Production, Despatch, Revenue Collection and Welfare Funds (DMF)
- Harmonization of the Processes across the Country
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